In this paper we present results that indicate that the formant frequencies between different speakers scale differently at different frequencies. Based on our experiments on speech data, we then numerically compute a universal frequencywarping function, to make the scale-factor independent of frequency in the warped domain. The proposed warping function is found to be similar to the mel-scale, which has previously been derived from purely psycho-acoustic experiments. The motivation for the present experiments stems from our recently proposed use of scale-transform based cepstral coefficients [6] as acoustic features, since they provide superior separability of vowels than mel-cepstral coefficients.
Introduction
Recently, we have proposed the use of scale-transform based cepstral coefficients as acoustic features in speech recognition [SI. The scale-transform based cepstrum is motivated by speaker-normalization techniques. Such normalization techniques are necessary, since different speakers have different formant frequencies for the same vowel. One of the procedures for normalization is based on the assumption that the formant values of any given speaker are approximately a multiplicative scale factor times the formant values of any other speaker for a given vowel [3, 41 . Speaker normalization,procedures, therefore, estimate the scale-factor and attempt to normalize the formant frequencies among different speakers. For example, Wakita [7] normalized the formant frequencies based on estimates of vocal tract length, assuming that the main source of interspeaker scatter is the scale of vocal tract organs. However, as we will show next., the scale-transform (see Cohen [I] ) provides a useful tool to achieve speaker normalization without explicitly computing the speaker-spedfic scaling constant.
Bridy, the scale-transform of a function, X (f ) , is given by, and inversely 
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One of the most important properties of the Scale-"ramform is that the magnitude of the Scale Transform of a function, X(f) and its scaled version, & X ( a f ) are the same, since
The scale-factor 6 is necessary to pres-the total energy of the signal. Note that the scaling constant a is a part of the phase expression and does not appear in the magnitude of the scale transform. Hence, we have lDg(c)l = JDx(c)J.
With respect to speaker-normalization, if we were to compute the magnitude of the de-transform of the formant envelope, then all speaker-dependent scaling constants that appear in the phase term would be removed. Unlike the conventional speaker-normalization techniques, we do not have to explicitly compute the speaker-specific scaling constant.
The scale-transform may also be computed as the Fourier transform of the functicm X(ef)ef/*, i.e.
COD (4)
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Note that as a result of log-warping, i.e. forming X(ef), the speaker-specific scale co,mant, a, is purely a function of the translation parameter &i the log-warped domain. This may be easily seen by considering Therefore, if we have two formant envelopes that are relate& by a pure scaling constant, that is independent of hequency but is dependent on the pair of speakers, then in the logwarped domain, the envelopes are the same except for a translation factor dependent on a.
Frequency-Warping Function
In this paper, based on our experiments on speech data obtained from the TIMIT database, we provide evidence that the scale-factor is not independent of frequency. In such a case, the log-warping discussed in the previous section may not be the appropriate warping function. The focus of the paper, is therefore, to find a more appropriate warping function to account for this frequency-dependency of the scalefactor.
Our ultimate goal is to find a suitable warping function, such that in the warped domain the formant envelopes between different speakers are approximately translated versions of one and another for a given vowel. The motivation for designing such a warping function, is to separate the effects of speaker-independent features from speaker-specific features which would be reflected only in the translation parameter.
If we obtain such a warping function, it would prove useful in the solution of two important problems. First, if the warped formants of different speakers are essentially translated versions of one and another, then the magnitude of their Fourier transforms would essentially be similar and may therefore prove useful as acoustic features in speakerindependent recognition. Secondly, since the warped formant envelopes of Werent speakers differ by translation factors, the translation factors which carry speaker-specific information may be useful in speaker identification and verification.
Numerous researchers have previously attempted to relate the formants between speakers by finding a suitable warping function (e.g. Neuburg [5] ), or as a special case computing a uniform scaling constant between two speakers (e.g. Miller, Nearey [3, 4] ). Our approach differs from the others in that we are looking for a universal warping function (independent of speakers), while the Merences in the speakers manifest themselves as difFerences in translation factor in the warped domain. In the next section, we will obtain such a warping function based on experiments on speech obtained fiom the TIMIT database.
Piecewise Approximation of
Warping Function. 
where Note that QAB is a constant independent of i (the frequency band) and is dependent on the pair of speakers, while p, de- pends only on the ith frequency band and is independent of the pair of speakers. The advantage of such a formulation is that we have separated the speaker-specific characteristics from the warping function that is purely determined by PI.
The Pi are assumed to be constant over the ith frequency band. Therefore, over any given frequency band, i, the formant envelopes of any two speakers are assumed to be scaled versions of each other. 
Experimental Calculation of Warping Parameters
In this section, we will describe our experiments to estimate the parameters a2L and p,. The speech data consisted of sal and sa2 sentences spoken by two male and two female speakers from dialect region 7 of the TIMIT training set data.
The four speders considered were fisrO, fvkb0, mtlc0, and mgsl0. In our experiments, we chose vowels that were relatively stationary over 768 samples and the middle 256 samples were used in the computation of the formant envelopes. The procedure used to compute the formant envelopes are described in detail in [SI. Briefly, each frame of speech (consisting of 256 samples) is segmented into Q overlapping subframes, and each subframe is hamming windowed. We have chosen the subframes to be 96 samples long, and the overlap between the subframes is 64 samples, resulting in nine subframes. We estimate the sample autocorrelation function for each subframe and average over the available Q(=9)
subframes This averaged autocorrelation estimate is then hamming windowed and Fourier transformed to obtain an estimate of the formant-spectral envelope. different frequency bands and Werent vowels. Table 1 shows the average scaling parameter a2L for each of the frequency band for a given pair of speakers. nom the Table, it is seen that the scale factor is not constant across a e r e n t bands. The trend is to decrease with increasing frequency.
Estimation of a(&
'Estimation of , &
We estimate ,& from the estimates of a(& . We make the simplifying assumption that /35 = 0. Therefore, = This is a reasonable assumption, since the fifth frequency band corresponds to the higher order formants and these are mostly affected by the length of the pharyngeal-oral tract of the speaker. The other Pi can be computed as, *'+O AB = &AB, is purely dependent on the pair of speakers.
We average the pi's obtained from all pairs of speakers. Note that the pi show consideralble variation due to the continuous nature of speech and due to the lack of a large sample of data because of the m u i d method of estimating formants. However, the available estimates provide us with suflicient insight into the nature of the warping function. 
Discussion
It is very interesting to note from Figure 1 that the proposed warping function is quite similar to the mel-warping.
The mel-scale is obtained from psycho-acoustic experiments done on the human auditory system. The mel-warping relates the real frequency scale (&) to the perceived frequency (mels) by the human ear. The proposed warping on the other hand, was obtained from actual speech data in an attempt to separate the speaker-specilk characteristics and the speakerindependent features in speech. That the two warping functions are similar suggests that the ear may also be using the mel-scale to achieve this separation between speakerinsight may provide us with important clues to understand the nature of speech and the way it is processed by the human ear. We conjecture that the signal processing operation done in the ear may be similar to our recently proposed scale-cepstrum, with the log-warping being replaced by the proposed piece-wise log-warping. %her experiments will be performed to examine this conjecture.
Finally, we present an example, where we use the proposed frequency-warping on the formant envelopes of the vowel /ae/ in the word "that" for 4 speakers. The frequencywarped envelopes are shown in Figure 2 
